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VAPSS 2014 Fall Conference
Virginia Storm Water Management, Erosion &Sediment Control
Planning Review and Administration:
October 16, 17 & 18th, 2014
Registration is open at: http://www.vapss.org/

LOST & FOUND : This is where you call me and let me know you saw a friend.
We’re missing some folks, and welcome back anyone who has gotten lost in the
various transitions.
Membership: Our roll call reflects the highest membership in recent years. Dues
are still coming in. We appreciate your support and interest in contributing your
unique talents. There is always room for volunteers to steer our programs and
influence the vision of our profession. While little more than oak leaf clusters and
brass filigree are offered we run on volunteer enthusiasm, and the information,
comments and feedback generated by our peers.

BECOME A MEMBER OF THE VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF
PROFESSIONAL SOIL SCIENTISTS
Regular Member ($100/year), and Student Member ($15/year).
Click Here for Membership Form
Note: in this issue blue hyperlink is used to reference web links. Ctr + click to follow.
Membership conveys a t-shirt or cap every 2 years, claim yours at the Fall Conference!
CALL for NOMINATIONS are an ongoing process. Officers must be in good standing for 12
consecutive months, and meets requirements under our Constitution.
Everyone gets a turn, so let us know when we can recruit you for a VAPSS Officer, Board Member
or committee position. Help VAPSS remain the “go to” place for Soil Science and Soil Scientists.

VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL SOIL SCIENTISTS IS AN UNINCORPORATED
ASSOCIATION UNDER VA §8.01-220.1:1; AND IRS SECTION 501(C) 6.
VAPSS Mission: To recognize soils as a non-renewable natural resource and the practice of soil science as an interpretive
science; to ensure a class of professionals exists that can properly utilize the large investment the Commonwealth of Virginia has
made in the Soil Survey and to ensure the practice of soil science and evaluation meets established minimum standards of
education, experience, ethical conduct and professional responsibility and to prevent abuses in the practice of soil science by
untrained or unprincipled individuals.
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Virginia Tech Students win in South Korea; Virginia Tech is Well-represented at the First
International Soil Judging Contest.

By Dr. John Galbraith

June 11, 2014—Soil description, classification, and interpretation of features for making
recommendations is an essential skill for practicing soil scientists, especially those who are licensed and
certified. In order to promote the concept of holding soil judging contests to improve student skills and
to promote soil science worldwide, the Soil Science Society of America (SSSA) sent eight soil science
students to the 20th World Congress of Soil Science, on Jeju Island, South Korea on July 5-10, 2014.
The students
competed on
US two teams.
The USA B
team coached
by Dr. Chris
Baxter of Univ.
of WisconsinPlatteville,
took first place
in the group
event and overall competition, against thirteen teams. The USA A team, coached by Dr. John Galbraith
of Virginia Tech, finished second in both categories. Japan finished third, followed by Taiwan and China.
Those foreign teams were made of graduate students.
The contest was held on a volcanic island that had undergone violent eruptions about 25,000 years ago.
Areas not covered with ash-tephra had Alfisols and Ultisols. Other areas had Andisols and many of the
level areas had Melanic epipedons. None of the Andisols had argillic horizons, and were well drained.
The Ultisols had argillics and were off-drained. In the contest, participants described soil profiles using
standard field techniques, classified the soil using either Soil Taxonomy or the World Reference Base,
and provided interpretations for land use based on soil and site characteristics. Contestants were graded
on the level of agreement between their descriptions and those made by a team of official judges from
South Korea, the United States, Australia, and Hungary.
Tyler Witkowski, University of Maryland, placed second out of 45 contestants in the individual
competition. Emily Salkind, Virginia Tech; Nancy Kammerer, Penn State; Julia Gillespie, Virginia Tech;
and Caitlin Hodges, Univ. Georgia finished 4th through 7th. Also competing were: Kyle Weber, University
of Wisconsin-Platteville; Bianca Peixoto, University of Rhode Island; and Brian Maule, Northern Illinois
University. “We are very proud of how the USA students represented themselves and their country,
both in performance, character, and friendliness with other teams,” said Dr. Galbraith.
Students were selected based on their performance during the US National Soil Judging completion held
earlier this year, won by Virginia Tech. They were funded by SSSA and its sister organization, the
Agronomic Science Foundation (ASF). The students and faculty proudly wore “Team USA” on their backs.
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VAPSS Board notes: Nominations are open, Annual Meeting is October 17th 7:00 PM
President Elect, Secretary, Treasurer, and 2 board seats will open; we have a 9 member board,
supported by Dr. Galbraith at VT, Rachel Stull at NRCS, our executive secretary Jeff Miller and
numerous advisors. We are the stewards of VAPSS including program, finances, ethics,
standards of practice, and provide informed representation through the work of boards and
committees both locally and statewide. Feel free to call any board member to discuss how your
interests can support our profession.
We work through nomination, collaboration and volunteer spirit. The benefits of serving
include personal and professional growth, camaraderie and for many the satisfaction of
contributing to a field of science which supports our commitment to environmental
stewardship, the public, our alma mater, our colleagues and future soil scientists of Virginia.
The treasurer reported a balance of $8,132.54 (6/14/14); and a net loss of $288.59 from our
spring conference which was affected by the storm surges of the James River, which we
witnessed from the safety of the river’s banks and terraces.
After discussion over “use of the voice of soils” the board adopted the following resolution:
The VAPSS Board recognizes the importance of the standards of practice in Soil Science
under licensure as LPSS & AOSE in keeping with the regulations.
VAPSS speaks with one voice in recognition of the importance of our profession’s
embrace of the work product expectations (referenced in our constitution), which protect
the public’s interest in reliable soil interpretation and description, and the benefit of
professional soil scientist’s and onsite soil evaluator’s knowledge of soils.
These professional standards are a public benefit derived from our Commonwealth’s
embrace of the established standards of Soil Science and a unified understanding of work
product expectations, particularly in the use of soils for onsite wastewater systems.
VAPSS Board resolved to support the president representing VAPSS in this capacity.
-June 17th 2014-

Let’s support the VT Soils Judging Team!
“T-shirts help but it takes money to travel these daysEspecially when the destination was Korea”
Sponsors can send donations through the CSES office attention John Galbraith:
239 Smyth Hall; Blacksburg, VA 24060
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Spring Conference 2014

We acknowledge a good time was had by all, and
extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to Bill
Kitchel, Carl Peacock, Alex Blackburn and the
riverside crew. Happy to report the gathering included
new folks and pioneers, enjoying good food, tales,
photos and sharing experiences with our brethren.
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Nan Gray, LPSS & AOSE;
BOOK REVIEW; Introduction to Soil Chemistry: Analysis and Instrumentation
Conklin, Alfred R., 2nd Ed. New Jersey: Wiley; 2014. In Vitha MF (ed.), Chemical Analysis: A Series of
Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications
The Second Edition of Introduction to Soil Chemistry: Analysis and Instrumentation brings to life the
complex nature of soils and guides us to the current best techniques available to analyze them.
References and cumulative knowledge of scientific methods to sample, analyze and interpret soil
components and contaminants allows the reader to decide on appropriate soil sample preparation and
type of analyses for the detection of components of interest. When analytical techniques outperform
other techniques, the methods address uncertainties in results in a constructive and useful way. Dr. Al
Conklin offers care in suggestions on the types of soils encountered in a natural system, what to analyze,
how to analyze it and how to avoid interferences and misinterpretation of data. Suddenly, the complex
world of Soil Chemistry is fractionated to comprehensible units.
The Chemistry and Soils Laboratories shared the same space at Wilmington College when I studied
there. This book gave me the warm, comfortable feeling that I had in the lab: instruments well cared for
and lined up, glassware clean and ready, the anticipation of unknown chemistry about to take place,
practicing familiar chemistry and a bit of excitement at learning new information. Soils are applied
chemistry. The Second Edition of Introduction to Soil Chemistry: Analysis and Instrumentation presents
the lessons in a format that builds on types of chemical functional groups, reminding the reader of
chemical functional groups in soils, and investigates the methods of analyzing everything in soils and it
does it in a comfortable manner. I thoroughly enjoyed and would recommend this book to anyone about
to perform laboratory or field work on soils. (And, yes, Al Conklin was one of my favorite Professors at
Wilmington College) Dr. Conklin taught Organic Chemistry and Soils Courses, was also our soil judging
Coach and remains a friend.
Technical notes: Ann Whitt reported from the VGIN meeting, there will be 4 new LiDAR project areas,
each costing $1.8 million. They will be flown in watershed based areas, rather than by county.
Everything will be Quality Level 2 (QL2) which means the post spacing will be 0.7 meters with a vertical
accuracy of 9.25 meters. This would produce a grid with 2.5 ft cells. All the data will be stored at W&M
through the Amazon cloud. Link to William and Mary LiDAR
The schedule: 2015: Central VA (includes Albemarle and Nelson Counties, 2016: Southside VA, and part
of SW Virginia (splitting Giles County in half); 2017: SW Virginia 2018: New River Valley

Glover solution with graphing function:
Anyone desiring an updated spreadsheet calculating hydraulic conductivity may email us at
vapss@vapss.org and request a copy. The updated version incorporates a graphing function to
resolve the calculus. The spread sheet includes information and instructions provided by Larry
K. Johnson, JOHNSON PERMEAMETER, LLC; 190 Whites Lake Blvd. Saluda, NC 28773
Larry Johnson will be a speaker during our Fall Conference, at Camp Bethel, October 16-18th.
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Virginia Regulatory Town Hall: (hyperlinked)
APELSCIDLA met August 13th and discussed concerns over definition and characterization of
“residential strength wastewater.” This definition is found in 54.1-400 minutes will post ASAP.
The board is scheduled to meet again on September 15th, 2014
Professionals are advised to be aware of definitions of residential wastewater, the practice of
engineering and other fundamental terms applicable to “persons who prepare plans,
specifications, documents and designs for the following, provided any such plans, specifications,
documents or designs bear the name and address of the author and his occupation.”
SHADAC meeting minutes are posted from the August 6th meeting, with guidance regarding local
ordinances, advising the public regarding onsite design requirements and developing measures to
encourage the public’s selection of licensed consulting firms. These discussions are a consequence
of SHIFT recommendations that VDH distinguish between ministerial and proprietary duties. Onsite consulting includes conventional and alternative construction, class III well siting, E&S and
storm water, utilities, site planning and other professional services. SHADAC also heard remarks
concerning policy over water reclamation and reuse, which has interface at DEQ and Building
Code. VAPSS has a voice and professionals with interest in supporting these interests are advised
to contact Jeff T. Walker and remain abreast of the issues.
WWWOOSSP met July 24th, and discussed convening a regulatory review:
General Review of the Board’s Regulations. Some of the topic areas are: separate waterworks
and wastewater works operators regulations from onsite sewage system professionals
regulations; review and revise definitions; entry requirements; renewal; classification
requirements; standards of practice; approval of training; and other items as necessary. Staff will
provide a preliminary draft for the Board’s consideration at the September (16th) Board meeting.

The meeting of the Board for Professional Soil Scientists, Wetland Professionals, and Geologists
scheduled for Sept 9th has been cancelled. One candidate passed the LPSS examination in June.
Our members are seated at the Board, including Chuck Nelson, Angie Whitehead, and Tom
Saxton, they deserve our thanks and feedback from the field. VAPSS is fielding nominations for
this board, and is discussing topics (e.g. seal, practice of soil science) to convey subsequent to the
final stages of endorsement of our License. Governor's office review in progress. [Day 86] (today
being 8/27/14). The next scheduled board meeting is December 02, 2014.

“Be it deep or shallow, red or black, sand or clay, the soil is the link between the rock core of
the earth and the living things on its surface. It is the foothold for the plants we grow…”
--- Roy W. Simonson, USDA Yearbook of Agriculture, 1957
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Soil Evaluator News and Notes: What shall we make of the crisis?
By: Jeff T. Walker, LPSS & OSE

The General Assembly created a license, informed the VDH that the professionals working in site
evaluation and design required a license exempting them from the professional engineers license to the
practice of engineering, but creating limits and a context that could be relied upon to protect the public
and private interests of the citizens. These bills specify that the work could be approved w/out field
review provided it complies with the regulations and exercise of judgment by the licensed person
certifying the work under § 54.1-402. The only implied mandate for the VDH to compete with design
firms is through the budget bill (of 2010) which established fees for various services.
August 1st the Chesterfield HD, established a policy encouraging most citizens to employ consultants and
limiting acceptance of “bare applications” to unusual situations. There were many factors leading to this
policy, and we recognize great commitment from the staff of that District in pledging to support the
public’s interest in an expeditious review and permitting of applications submitted with complete designs.
We should all recognize that plan review by EHS staff is exempt from the license, and operates within the
ministerial duty of the Department of Health. The public should be able to rely upon a consistent outcome
by relying upon experienced consulting firms supporting their private site development plans. The public
benefit of consistent and reliable review protects our health, safety and welfare, and also maintains a level
playing field among the licensed population. Consistent outcome is also beneficial to minimize cost and
uncertainty of the design and permit processing.
During June of 2014 VDH technical services chief requested guidance from the APELSCIDLA board,
concerning the definition of residential wastewater.
Residential wastewater" means sewage (i) generated by residential or accessory uses, not
containing storm water or industrial influent, and having no other toxic, or hazardous constituents
not routinely found in residential wastewater flows, or (ii) as certified by a professional engineer.
Please focus on this in the context of cash or charge, and the term “accessory use.” One complexity of this
issue is 2011 interpretation from that board stating that in sealing the PE considers the entire design with
all it’s components and takes responsibility.
Since our license is restricted to residential wastewater, restricting our ability to characterize will require a
PE for many (or taken to extreme all) design services. We are practicing engineering when we support our
clients’ needs in the face of the regulation and the limitations of their property, and the public interest in
protecting the health safety and welfare of the Commonwealth. And as licensed designers we are expected
to consider source, conveyance and receiving environment prior to certifying that document.

“History is largely a record of human struggle to wrest the land from nature, because man relies
for sustenance on the products of the soil. So direct, is the relationship between soil erosion,
the productivity of the land, and the prosperity of people, that the history of mankind, to a
considerable degree at least, may be interpreted in terms of the soil and what has happened to
it as the result of human use.” --- Hugh H. Bennett and W.C. Lowdermilk, circa 1930s
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A bird’s eye view of our profession captures the struggle, AOSE license holders have dropped to 357,
fewer than half are public employees, yet in some districts VDH share of the design marketplace has risen
to over 70% of the systems permitted. Statistics are not tracked, but counter documents suggest 20-30%
of total applications are for repairs of existing dwellings. University graduates with soils training are
entering the work force and being displaced by paraprofessionals without license or formal education.
These paraprofessionals are competing with license holders, and also performing plan review and
ministerial functions. One explanation is that VDH turnover is reported at 40-50% in some health
districts. Conflict of interest is discernible, competition for revenue, determination of compliance, and
even nuanced remarks at the counter or in the field. The public desire for a case decision permitting their
interest in construction of improvements, and the subsidy to support that historical role is at odds with the
political value of a subsidy which delivers an estimated $3.7 Million (per Dr. Larry Getzler at OMB) in
support of a benefit to only about 14,000 permits/year. VDH staff assignment by their employer seems
without recognition of their personal risk, in delivering a proprietary service under license to the public in
exchange for a fee, and in disregard of ethical standards requiring disclosure of conflicting interests.
A consequence of competition between a regulatory agency and the design firms is conflicts of interest
which affect the quality of services. Our board has noted concern over “dual standards” in which some
professionals who are in compliance with GMP 126B the “private sector” deliver a far more
comprehensive site evaluation and design under certification, with scale drawings, engineering
specifications, elevations and measurements sufficient for a contractor to develop a competitive bid.
The dual standard is linked to the suggestion “you can’t regulate stupidity.” Many believe the only
potential to compel some measure of consistency to the work product expectation is to submit complaint
to the Commissioner, or the DPOR boards, with examples of substandard design or site assessment.
Professionals who fail to exercise the critical thinking skills, training and experience of soil science
professionals, and standards of care in design are a threat to each licensed OSE. Noteworthy examples
include substandard designs which have been certified and permitted under the same hand.
During August 6th’s SHADAC the Onsite Sewage and Water Services, the Onsite Division Director
estimated 25% of his field staff can render a scale drawing. At a minimum site plans should show scale,
critical features, setbacks, date, north arrow, slope or elevations and identification of the designer. VDH
has neglected to correct policies permitting substandard work product; these designs would not be
accepted as a complete application if delivered by “private” OSE. Unfortunately these examples fail to
support the real estate for which the designs are rendered, or the contractors who must interpret the
incomplete specifications toward their client’s interest.
If the profession is going to reliably serve the public, the delivery of designs under an unregulated dual
standard will have to cease under leadership of the agency, or be adjudicated at DPOR, which is entrusted
by the Governor to police standards of conduct. The budget crisis might be the last straw in curtailing this
double standard. Will the general public continue supporting taxpayer funded site evaluation and design
services or will legislators recognize the sagacity of the yellow pages argument?

“The soil itself must be the object of observation and experiment and the facts obtained must be
soil facts before they can be incorporated into soil science. The science of zoology was
developed through the study of animals, that of botany through the study of plants, and soil
science must be developed through the study of the soil.” --- C. F. Marbut, 1920
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OTHER NOTES
Virginia Association of
Professional Soil Scientists
Eds: Nan Gray and Jeff Walker
Email: soilwork@pemtel.net
P.O. Box 3 Newport, VA 24128
Phone: (540) 544-779

Postmaster: Address Service Requested

Remember to call Miss Utilities
(811 or 800-552-7001) before
you dig and get a ticket number
to protect you and everyone on
the project. Safety first.

2014 ADVERTISING AND ARTICLE DEADLINES
FALL 2014 (due November 15)
SPRING 2015 (tbd)
WINTER 2015 (due Feb 15)
SUMMER 2015 (due July15)
_________________________________________________________________________

Registration is open, e-mail & web site will include details:
VAPSS Fall Conference October 16-18th Storm Water Management and Erosion Control;
Camp Bethel east of Fincastle. Keynote speakers shall include Dr. Jan Briede of DEQ. Joe
Battiata, PE; of CWP, and our own Larry Johnson of Permeameter fame, Bill Sledjeski, Robert
Denton and others. 2.0 CEU. Soils are integral to the planning & assessment of storm water
and erosion control measures, plus the design, construction, maintenance and monitoring
thereof. Applicable to PE, PSS, Arch and SWM professionals.
Volunteers please contact Jeff at walker@swva.net; or vapss@vapss.org
Other events:
Wetland Professionals 2014 Virginia Association of Wetland Professionals Fall Meeting,
which is set for Friday September 26th at the Airfields 4H Conference Center in Wakefield,
VA.
2014 Virginia Geological Field Conference: October 10-11, 2014 at Zion's Crossroads VA
Stitching the western Piedmont of Virginia: Tectonic significance of the Ellisville pluton and
the Potomac and Chopawamsic terranes in the early Paleozoic.
Forum much?
Go to our VAPSS.org website, send Jeff Miller an email and he’ll set up your access to the forum.
VAPSS (spell it all out) has a Facebook page, with photos, announcements, friendly banter and
information of newsworthy topics. Knock on door and administrator will let you in.
We want to learn about you, and these social media are great tools to interact amongst the field
of professionals; if anyone would like to create a Linked-in page we could use your help. There
are useful technical and professional exchanges there-in.

